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Pregnancy is a time of wonder and of momentous change, both emotionally and physically. For
many women, it is a time like no other in their lives, filled with excitement and awe but also with
great uncertainty and vulnerability. This book-and-audio program brings together writings and
simple daily practices for bringing the transformative power of mindfulness to this special
time.The Mindful Way through Pregnancy features: • Yoga and meditation teacher Anne
Cushman on finding balance amid the emotional ups and downs of pregnancy • Author Celia
Straus on bonding with your child during pregnancy • Yoga teacher Jennifer Brilliant on caring
for your changing body • Meditation teacher Judith Lief on calming your fears about childbirth
and parenthood • Author Mimi Doe on setting your intentions for parenthood • Zen teacher
Karen Maezen Miller on mindfulness and the childbirth experienceAlso included is an audio
download of guided meditation instruction for four simple meditation practices for expectant
mothers. Drawn from the Buddhist tradition, these practices offer different ways to develop a
sense of calm well-being throughout pregnancy.
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Celia Straus, Stephanie Tade, Geof Thurber.IntroductionEven as I hold you, I am letting go.—
Alice WalkerWhen we become pregnant, we receive a great deal of medical, dietary, and
lifestyle advice. Of course, it is crucial to pay attention to what we eat, the stages of our baby’s
development, and how to stay healthy throughout pregnancy. But we can also pay attention to
something else: Within the rush of doctor’s visits, changes in our bodies, and shopping trips for
maternity clothes, a miracle is occurring. Our bodies are giving rise to life. Our hearts are
expanding till we fear they may break. Our identities are shifting and changing. Suddenly,
perfectly, irrevocably, we are displaced from the center of our own life. With gentleness, we can
also explore these aspects of our pregnancy.The Mindful Way through Pregnancy invites you to
slow down, relax, and cherish this magical and momentous time of life. It features illuminating
essays written by experts on mindfulness, spirituality, and parenting. This book and audio
program also offer step-by-step instruction in yoga, meditation, journaling, and more, to help you
make the most out of this experience and prepare yourself for childbirth and beyond.Our culture
places extraordinarily high expectations on mothers, expectations that, unquestioned, can rob
us of the true joy of pregnancy and motherhood. We are given images of pregnancy as largely a
time of happiness, interrupted perhaps by some pesky morning sickness. We expect to feel
loving, nurturing, accepting, and fulfilled. Yet often our experience is more complicated. In
addition to love and happiness, we may also experience doubt, irritation, and fear. We may find
ourselves asking troubling questions about personal identity, relationships, our ability to parent
well. The Mindful Way through Pregnancy contains exercises and practices to help us slow
down, settle in, and relax with our questions and experiences. Here, mindfulness doesn’t
necessarily mean peacefulness. It refers instead to the willingness to be with ourselves as we
are from moment to moment, whether that self is the picture of blissful maternity or of something
a bit more, say, cranky or fearful. The material in this book is about embracing the experience of
pregnancy—and as with all embraces, it begins with opening, which is a synonym for
mindfulness.As your child grows within you, so does the parent you are to become. Pregnancy is
a chance to give birth to yourself as a parent. This book features exercises to help you set
intentions for yourself as a mother, examine your values, and think about the kind of relationship
you want with your child.Of course, above almost anything else, pregnancy is a powerful
physical event. So, in addition to recommending ways to work with your inner experience, this
book offers basic yoga postures to help relax your body, release tension, and prepare for
labor.The audio program included with this book (downloadable at ) features guided meditations
to help you achieve deep relaxation, bond with your baby, truly open your heart to motherhood,
and more. These meditations can be used during pregnancy and after giving birth. They provide
simple ways to relax anytime—something invaluable both during the stresses of pregnancy and
afterward.I hope you’ll find the writings and practices in this book helpful as you embark on one
of life’s most precious and rich experiences.The moment I found out I was pregnant, all I wanted
to do was envelop myself in beauty and true nourishment. I was moved to create an environment
in which I could focus pure love into this being inside of me. It had nothing to do with the mind. It



wasn’t a choice or a thought. I was just overflowing with devotion for this being.—ZeaI knew that
parenting would change my life in ways that I couldn’t even dream of. But I assumed that
motherhood would start once my baby was out and in my arms. What I didn’t understand was
that from the moment I opened my heart to the tiny person growing inside me, I would already be
a mother.1Riding the WavesAnne Cushman When I got pregnant for the first time, I was thirty-
five years old. I had spent much of the last three years on a pilgrimage all over India, researching
a guidebook to ashrams, meditation centers, yoga schools, and sacred sites from the Himalayas
to the Arabian Sea. Now I was casting about for another spiritual adventure: Should I return to
India to research the history of yoga? Travel to Vietnam to visit my Buddhist teacher’s
monasteries and my soldier father’s battle sites? Go on a three-month Vipassana meditation
retreat? But instead, I embarked on a journey I felt would be even more challenging and
transformative. I decided to have a baby.I knew that parenting would change my life in ways I
couldn’t even dream of. But I assumed that motherhood would start once my baby was out and
in my arms. What I didn’t understand was that from the moment I opened my heart to the tiny
person growing inside me, I would already be a mother. My body and mind would begin a
seismic rearrangement, reordering their priorities on every level—hormonal, biochemical,
nutritional, emotional—according to the needs of another creature. On a cellular level, I would
fall in love. And in doing so, I would open myself to both joy and grief on a scale I had never
imagined.Over the next two years, I carried two babies to term. My first pregnancy, a swift and
blissful nine months, ended in unimaginable heartbreak when my baby daughter, Sierra, died
just before she was born. My second pregnancy, an anxious eternity of medical tests and fretful
nights, ended in the safe and happy delivery of my son, Skye. Despite their radically different
outcomes, both pregnancies plugged me in to a connection with life—in all its beauty and
mystery and terror—that was deeper and more powerful than I had ever dreamed possible.If
you’re reading this book, you’re probably pregnant or planning to be. And if you’re anything like
me, you probably have a thousand dreams and nightmares, conscious and unconscious, about
your pregnancy, labor, and delivery: You will glow with happiness and good health. You will be
swollen and repugnant, like a tick. You will go about your daily life without missing a beat. You will
curl up in bed with baby-naming books while your husband rubs your feet and brings you vanilla
milk shakes. You will have a home birth, without drugs or medical interventions, with sandalwood
incense burning and Ravi Shankar playing on your stereo. Or you will have a tidy, planned C-
section and get back to work in time to meet that big deadline. You will be Isis, the goddess of
fertility. You will be the Wicked Witch of the West.But your actual experience, as it unfolds
moment by moment, will inevitably be different from your daydreams about it. Pregnancy, labor,
and delivery form a journey of transformation on every level—physical, emotional, and spiritual.
Like any pilgrimage, it will be full of surprises.Being pregnant connects us to the central mystery
of life as we experience—in pulsing, twitching, kicking intensity—a new human being coming
into existence inside our own belly. It stitches us into the quilt of creation, binding us tightly to the
generations that have come before and those that will come after. What better way to



understand that there is no separate self—the core teaching of a host of spiritual traditions—
than to share our every breath with another human being? What better way to smash through
the walls of our limited egos than to devote our whole body to helping create another person?
But like all of life’s great passages—birth, marriage, sex, death—pregnancy is not only
extraordinary but also incredibly ordinary. Millions of women get pregnant every year; all of us
were once cradled inside a woman’s belly. The “miracle of pregnancy” is made up of a thousand
mundane details: Your pants get tight. You puke at the sight of a burrito commercial. You own a
dramatically increasing number of items with images of teddy bears on them.You may not feel
particularly saintly; in fact, you may be bored, nauseated, irritated, depressed. And when people
try to tell you how miraculous this experience is—on a day when your hair is limp, your face is
pimply, your breasts are sore, your butt won’t fit into your maternity jeans, a weird brown stripe
has descended from your belly button to your pubic hair, sciatica is shooting through your right
hip, you’ve spent all night trying to find a comfortable sleeping position, and then every time you
dozed off you had to get up and waddle to the bathroom to pee—you may be tempted to slap
their faces.As your sense of your own identity changes along with your underwear size, fears
you’d like to dismiss as trivial can loom large: The thought that you’ll no longer have the freedom
to go to a rave on a Saturday night or a meditation retreat on a Sunday morning. The fear that
you’ll be nothing like your mother. The fear that you’ll be exactly like your mother. The shock of
not attracting a single lustful look as you waddle to the pool with your bikini tucked underneath
your belly. The sudden conviction, at two A.M., that what you really wanted out of life was to go
to Nepal and become a Buddhist nun.Sometimes such anxieties mask other, more serious
concerns. In the modern, Western world, pregnancy is overwhelmingly likely to culminate in a
safe and healthy delivery. But the fact remains that any pregnancy puts us in touch with human
frailty and vulnerability. We are never more aware of the preciousness of life than during
pregnancy; we are also never more aware of its precariousness. In order to truly honor the
miracle of our pregnancy, we must open our hearts to the possibility of devastating loss and
disappointment.Even the smoothest pregnancies have their moments of anxiety. There’s the day
when you don’t feel your baby kick for hours. The decisions about whether to do tests such as
amniocentesis, and the dark imaginings as you wait for the results. The passionate hopes for a
boy or a girl—and the realization that you can’t control who your baby is. The worries about the
cocktail you had before you knew you were pregnant or the fumes from the new carpet being
installed at your office or the blue cheese on your spinach salad.The challenge, when such fears
arise, is to face our vulnerability without contracting in terror. Our anxieties offer us the chance to
drop straight into our hearts; to feel the tremendous love for our unborn child that underlies the
worries; and to know that no matter what the outcome of our pregnancy, this love is itself a gift
and a blessing.I do have friends who have sailed through their pregnancies and deliveries
without a hitch, everything going according to the blueprints of the What to Expect books. Many
pregnancies have a magic sparkle about them, with everything falling into place with a
mysterious synchronicity. My friend Adrianne’s baby, Gracie, popped out on Christmas Eve, with



big sister, Amelia, standing by to cut the cord. After a glowingly happy pregnancy, my friend
Joanna’s labor went so quickly and easily that her midwife didn’t have time to get there, so
Joanna and her husband delivered the baby on their own in their little backwoods cabin in
Vermont.
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The.Verdict, “Quick, positive read. This book was an easy, quick read. I enjoyed the various
contributions for the most part. The Yoga section didn't necessarily fit in my opinion because a
major section of the book was showing/describing yoga poses. This type of book would not work
well to use when practicing yoga because it does not stay open on its own. Also, while I did
appreciate the meditation CD, I sort of felt that it was not necessarily meant for pregnant women
because some of the instructions were to lie on your back (which we aren't supposed to do, if
possible!) I enjoyed the resources recommendation section.”

Syd, “Perfect for soothing pregnancy tension!. The words and practices in this little gem of a
book are such a relief and very soothing for the anxiety I have experienced as an expectant
mom. My husband and I have been reading some of it together and he has felt similarly.
Normally new moms are loaded up with an overwhelming amount of practical information, do's
and don'ts that can make a new mama's head spin. In addition, we are fed incomplete and
simplistic ideas of what the experience of becoming a mother is all about. This is the antidote or
companion to all of that, telling and showing us how to rest in and be with what is and to find a
deeper, more peaceful place in this most wild of experiences.”

A. E. B. McNally, “A lovely alternative. Most Pregnancy books are full of didactic information
about what to do, what not to eat and what to buy, I found this book a warm and comforting
distraction from the clamour surrounding my pregnancy. Just opening it soothes me and makes
me feel like I am doing something positive for mine and my baby's well being. I particularly enjoy
the CD and breathing excercises and feel that they are helping me prepare for the interesting
times ahead.”

The book by Susan Piver has a rating of  5 out of 3.0. 6 people have provided feedback.
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